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Day One: Devotional
1. Read 1 Corinthians 12:14-31. As you read make any observations below. Do you have
any questions? Is there any part of the passage you didn’t understand? Are there
repeated words or phrases?

2. Pick a verse or verses that you want to focus on today. Perhaps it was something that
challenged you today, or maybe it is just something that jumped off the page at you as
you read. Write out that Scripture here.

3. Paraphrase the verse that you chose. Write it out in your own words.

4. Look it up in other translations. Is there anything that changes or helps you understand?

5. What is your response to this passage? How will you apply it? How can you make this
passage real to you? What is one practical thing you can do in response to what you just
learned? Is there anything you learned that you can share with someone? Who will you
share it with and when will you do that?

Day Two & Three: Method: Chapter Analysis
This week we will be continuing our study in the book of Jonah. Now for each chapter, you will do
a chapter analysis. Using the questions found on page 16 of your study, analyze each chapter, and
write any notes/answers below.
Chapter 1:

Chapter 2:

Chapter 3:

Chapter 4:

Day Four: Book Synthesis: This final step in a book study will allow you to take some time to put
together everything you have learned through the last few weeks of studying Jonah.
1. Write out a detailed final outline. Taking all the work you have done up until now,
including the horizontal chart, bring it all together in a detailed outline of the book you
have just studied. Think of an original title that describes in a few words what the book is
all about.

2. Make a summary of your insights. Review your chapter analyses, and summarize the
major themes and conclusions of the book. Try to use your own words instead of
consulting any commentaries or outside material.

Day Five: Application
1. Write out a personal application. What did all your studying of Jonah teach you about
how you should live? Where did it challenge you and why? Come up with a personal,
practical, and provable application that you can commit to. Share it with someone else
who you can have hold you accountable. Pray that God would give you the strength to
apply this book to your life.

2. Share your study. When you go back to WBS, make sure to share what you have learned.
Go back through and highlight any parts that really stood out in your study of the book of
Jonah so that you are ready to share your insights.

